The top 10 Alzheimer's deals tell us a
lot about a big change of direction for
a disaster-prone field
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A decade of disasters in Alzheimer’s R&D — topped by the calamitous and
perhaps final fumble on the amyloid beta line by Biogen — has done little to
change biopharma’s appetite for risky clinical development programs. But it has
started to alter the selection of preclinical appetizers mainstream players are
ordering these days.
We asked Chris Dokomajilar, the founder of DealForma, to run the numbers on
Alzheimer’s deals dating back a decade. And what he found may surprise you.
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Last year was by far the busiest on record for new Alzheimer’s
deals, just as big plays by Merck, Lilly and Roche were all
headed to the same rocks that have claimed virtually
everything floated against this disease in the last decade. Out
of the 126 pacts he tracked over the distance, 27 were struck in
2018. And 6 of the top 10 research deals of the decade —
calculated by a total of upfronts and milestones — were all
inked last year.
Those 6 deals include $7.5 billion in potential value overall,
with less than 10% of that — $649 million — riding on the cash
upfront. Over the past decade the tally comes to $19.5 billion,
with $2.4 billion paid upfront, indicating an overall trend to
push up the milestones and ratchet down what’s anted up in
cash.

Pfizer may have helped push that trend after writing off its $225 million upfront
to partner with Medivation on a Russian antihistamine that failed badly in the
clinic.
The roster of 2018 alliances points to a number of new directions for R&D work.
Two of the top deals signed last year cover tau, the second big target that’s lining
up now that a string of solo approaches from the majors going after amyloid beta
have cratered. Two of these new deals involve Denali, a startup biotech in the
Bay Area run by Genentech vets that’s promising to use new technologies to try
different approaches to the disease.
The $130 million upfront deal that Eli Lilly executed for its pact with AC
Immune late last year — before the crushing failure of AC Immune’s
crenezumab, its amyloid beta drug partnered with Roche — is a clear standout in
the tau column. That new deal included $60 million in near-term milestones and
$1.7 billion in a package of milestones, plus.
The most recent buyers are all among the big biopharma crowd: Takeda, in for 2,
alongside Eli Lilly — batting zero with multiple times at the Phase III plate —
Sanofi, AbbVie and Celgene. Careful observers may recall that Bob Hugin
cautiously began to to add neuro to the R&D mix several years ago, before the
big changeup in management. Whether that survives the Bristol-Myers Squibb
buyout is yet to be seen.
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